LIST OF WORKS
For additional information about the exhibition, please see The You Inside of Me brochure.

FLOOR 3
counter-clockwise from elevator:

Riley Harmon
looping video, 6 min.


**Reach Out and Touch No One**, 2012
Jonathan Armistead

Special thanks: Bob Bingham, Glen Molzer, and Vernon Lentz

Jesse England

**E-Book backup**, 2011
paper copy of digital file

**Learn to write in different typefaces**, 2011
paper, staples

**Cassette tape sound filter**, 2012
tape recorder and player, headphones, audio tape

**Limitcam and Conjector**, 2012
partially disabled camcorder and VCR, wood

**Video sharing site**, 2012
wood, video monitor, DVD player
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FLOOR 2
counter-clockwise from elevator:

Agnes Bolt

I'm Only Now, 2012
wood, metal, paint, wireless cameras, projection,
two-way mirror, light, fabric, energy

Special thanks: Oscar Peters, Luke Loeffler, Ali Momeni,
Eric Singer, Arthur Jones, Bob Bingham, Golan Levin
and The STUDIO for Creative Inquiry

Killing Time, 2012
wood, energy absorbing plants, rope, Plexiglas, iPad communicator, triangle, buckets, orb,
magnets, hose,
energy liquid

Roar, 2011
Oscar Peters
wood, foam, plastic, paper mache

Operation Mole, 2012
Sung Rok Choi
7-channel video animation

FLOOR 1

Open End, 2011 – 2021
Nina Sarnelle
rust, text, polyester resin

Special thanks: my friends and neighbors, Bob Bingham, Brandon Boan, Ben Coonley, Pat
Clark & Jackson/Clark Partners, Craig Fahner, Tesar Freeman, Jonathan Minard, Jennifer
Myers, Jon Rubin, Larry Shea,
Suzie Silver and Shaun Slifer